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Reels Pedestrian units

The STM Snow Plough provides a useful optional winter extra for the Scag SWZ
pedestrian mower, extending its range of use yet again.

The STM snow blade is easy to install on the standard 16” or 20” chassis of the SWZ model. 
The blade is fully adjustable allowing for dispersal of snow to either side of the machine,
and a single centre-skid provides simple adjustment of height, by the turn of a
lockable handle.
Designed and built in the UK, the blade is made of high strength steel and fitted with
a reversible rubber strip to ensure a long service life.

The Snow Plough range:
P-16 48” [406mm] to fit 16” chassis
P-20 52” [508mm] to fit 20” chassis

The SWZ range
Belt drive: 14 and 15 hp
Hydro-drive: 14, 15, 18, and 22 hp

A flexible solution for walkways and public areas, due to its
compact size and manoeuvrability.

Snow Plough Pedestrian units

The Super Reel 30 is specially designed and built in the UK by STM to adapt the popular SCAG SWZ Pedestrian 
engine to a high performance fine cut mower.

The STM Super Reel (cylinder) models are available 
with either mechanical or hydraulic drive to the reel.  
Both feature a heavy duty bottom blade, and the 
pivoting head ensures a perfect cut even on undulating 
ground, making it ideal for amenity and verge cutting.

A robust steel hood surrounds a durable four or five 
bladed cylinder, providing a 30” cut for tackling the 
toughest of jobs.

For versatility and ease of transport, the Reel can be 
fitted with a fully detachable jockey wheel.

Low maintenance and ease of servicing, and a simple 
reverse switch for the clearance of blockages and back 
lapping facility means less down time, and more hours 
of uninterrupted work.

Model Cutting Width (in) Blades Drive Type Power Unit Weight (lbs / kgs)
Super Reel 30 30 4 or 5 bladed reel Mechanical SWZ 15 hp 574 / 260
Super Reel 30 30 4 or 5 bladed reel Hydro SWZ 15 hp 607 / 275


